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Tribute Mantel Clock Urn Chest   800-139  
Features a removable back panel and capacity of 285 cubic 
inches to accept most temporary plastic containers or a  
Howard Miller 800-135 bronze-finished urn insert. Finished  
in Black Coffee on select hardwoods and veneers. Includes  
a mail-in card for a free engraved personalization plate. 
Quartz, battery-operated movement requires one AA sized  
battery (not included).  H. 11.5", W. 10.25", D. 8" 

Sophisticate Mantel Clock Urn Chest (on cover)   800-198 
Features a removable back panel and capacity of 275 cubic inches to 
accept most temporary plastic containers or a Howard Miller 800-135 
bronze-finished urn insert. An additional compartment in the back 
of the case is large enough to hold a Howard Miller Scattering Tube 
or other mementos. Also includes a mail-in card for a free engraved 
personalization plate. Finished in Black Coffee on select hardwoods  
and oak veneers, with polished chrome-finished metal feet. 
Quartz, battery-operated movement requires one AA sized  
battery (not included).   
H. 10.25", W. 10.25", D. 7" 

Statesman Mantel Clock Urn Chest   800-199  
Features a removable back panel and capacity 
of 275 cubic inches to accept most temporary 
plastic containers or a Howard Miller 800-135 
bronze-finished urn insert. Also includes a mail-in 
card for a free engraved personalization plate.  
Finished in Worn Black with red and brown 
undertones on select hardwoods and veneers. 
Quartz, battery-operated movement plays  
Westminster chime on the hour and counts the 
hour. Automatic nighttime chime shut-off.   
Requires three AA sized batteries (not included).  
H. 16", W. 10.75", D. 6.25" 

 Bronze-finished  
 Urn Insert 800-135   
 240 cubic inch capacity 

 H. 8.5", W. 6.75", D. 4.5"
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Continuum Series 
Continuum 800-120 — Oak Yorkshire finish   
Continuum II  800-122 — Windsor Cherry finish 
  
Features a locking, hinged door and capacity to accept most 
temporary plastic containers or a Howard Miller 800-135 bronze-
finished urn insert. Quartz, battery-operated movement requires 
one AA sized battery (not included).  
H. 14", W. 10.25", D. 7.5"   

Heritage Mantel Clock Urn Chest   800-203
Features a removable back panel and capacity to 
accept most temporary plastic containers or a Howard 
Miller 800-135 bronze-finished urn insert. Also features 
a faux drawer front with polished brass-finished 
knobs. Includes a mail-in card for a free engraved 
personalization plate. Finished in Windsor Cherry 
on select hardwoods and veneers. Quartz, battery-
operated movement requires one AA sized battery 
(not included).   
H. 12.25", W. 9.5", D. 7" 
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Bombay Memorial Urn Chest   800-197
An elegantly curved, high-gloss Rosewood Hall finished chest 
with a capacity of 275 cubic inches. Full felt-lined interior with 
a polished brass-finished lock, hinges and key with decorative 
tassel. Accommodates the 800-135 bronze urn insert or most 
temporary plastic containers. Includes a mail-in card for a free 
engraved personalization plate. 
H. 6", W. 11.25", D. 9.25 " 

Unity   800-179 
Ebony/Natural stripe wood veneer with a high-gloss 
finish on five sides, polished nickel-finished bun feet. 
The lock includes a nickel finished key with decora-
tive tassel. Also includes a mail-in card for a free engraved 
personalization plate. Up to 275 cubic inch capacity. 
H. 6.75", W. 10", D. 8.25" 

 Bronze-finished  
 Urn Insert 800-135   
 240 cubic inch capacity 

 H. 8.5", W. 6.75", D. 4.5"
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Remembrance Family Memorial Urn Chest   800-194
High-gloss Rosewood Hall finished chest with a capacity of 925 
cubic inches. This memorial chest is large enough to accommodate 
up to three 800-135 bronze urn inserts or most temporary plastic 
containers and still provide ample storage area for memorabilia, 
including a standard size 10" x 7" guest register book. 
H. 8.5", W. 16.75", D. 10.5" 
• Full felt lined interior.
• A removable, interior felt flat cover protects contents  

and allows paperwork and documents to lay flat.
• Felt pocket on the inside wall for keeping small items.
• Polished brass finished lock, hinges, and key with  

decorative tassel.
• Lattice ribbons in the lid for holding pictures.
• Mail-in card for a free engraved personalization plate.

Traveler  800-204
This memorial urn chest features a high-gloss piano finish with 
Windsor Cherry finished rounded corners and an antique world 
map framed by a marquetry border inlaid on all sides. Includes a 
full, velvet-lined interior and turned, polished brass-finished  
bun style feet. Features a capacity of up to 260 cubic inches to 
accept most temporary plastic containers or the Howard Miller 
800-135 Bronze-finished Urn Insert.  
Polished brass finished lock, hinges  
and key with decorative tassel.
Includes a mail-in card for a  
free engraved personalization plate.
H. 6.75", W. 10", D. 8.25" 
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      Memorial Urn Chests

Paragon Series 
Paragon I   800-200        
Freshwater Mother-of-Pearl exterior in  
natural variation of white tones. A lift-off  
lid is held in place by an interior raised lip.  
Accommodates the 800-135 bronze-finished 
urn insert or standard temporary plastic  
container. Beige felt interior and on bottom  
of chest. Includes a mail-in card for a free  
engraved personalization plate. 
H. 10", W. 8", D. 6" 

Paragon II   800-210          
Saltwater Mother-of-Pearl exterior in natural 
variation of black, gray, green and white tones. 
A lift-off lid is held in place by an interior raised 
lip. Accommodates the 800-135 bronze- 
finished urn insert or standard temporary  
plastic container. Black felt interior and on  
bottom of chest. Includes a mail-in card for a  
free engraved personalization plate. 
H. 6", W. 10", D. 8" 

Courage   800-191 
Two-tone high-gloss finished chest 
with curved sides. High-gloss Walnut 
finished top and base and High-gloss 
Black finished sides. Brass finished lock 
and key with decorative tassel. Up 
to 275 cubic inch capacity. Includes 
a mail-in card for a free engraved 
personalization plate. 
H. 6.25", W. 10.5", D. 8.25" 

 Bronze-finished  
 Urn Insert 800-135   
 240 cubic inch capacity 

 H. 8.5", W. 6.75", D. 4.5"
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800-102 800-104

Devotion Series 
High-gloss finish  
H. 6.25", W. 10", D. 8.25" 

800-100 — Rosewood Hall  
800-102 — Oak Yorkshire finish
800-104 — Windsor Cherry finish

800-100

Reflection Series 
Inlaid burl on lid, brass-finished 
bun feet, high-gloss finish 
H. 6.75", W. 10", D. 8.25" 

800-106 — Rosewood Hall finish 
800-108 — Oak Yorkshire finish
800-110 — Windsor Cherry finish

800-110
800-108

800-106

800-112

Tranquility Series
Rare elm burl on five sides; brass-finished  
bun feet, high-gloss finish 
H. 6.75", W. 10", D. 8.25" 

800-112 — Natural finish  
800-114 — Oak Yorkshire finish

800- 114

Serenity Series 
High-gloss finish on solid hard-
woods with felt lined interior and 
bottom. Polished brass push but-
ton catch.  
H. 6.25", W. 10", D. 8.25" 

800-187  — High-gloss Red finish  
800-188 — High-gloss Gold finish  800-187 800-188

All memorial chests on this page include a mail-in card for a free engraved personalization plate. 
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Honor II   800-173 
High-gloss Rosewood finished chest with 
brass finished column accents and feet. 
Frame size 5" x 7".  
H. 11",   W. 10.25",   D. 6.75"  

Honor I   800-146   
Bracket-style chest with Newport finish,  
antique brass rings. Frame size 4.5" x 6" 
H. 11",   W. 9.75",   D. 6.75"  

Allegiance   800-192   
High-gloss Rosewood finished chest  
with brass-finished pillars and feet.  
Frame size 5" x 7".  
H. 10.75",   W. 11.5",   D. 7.25"   

800-173 offers an area for 
engraving or medallions.
Contact your memorial 
provider or engraving  
service for information.

Metro Mantel Urn Chest   800-202
This stylish mantel urn chest features a 
warm gray finish on select hardwoods 
and veneers and a metal base finished 
in charcoal with silver edging. A photo 
frame front holds a 5" x 7" photo 
behind glass. Also features an internal 
capacity of 275 cubic inches to accept 
most temporary plastic containers or 
the Howard Miller 800-135 Bronze Urn 
Insert. Includes a mail-in card for a  
free engraved personalization plate.  
H. 11.5",  W. 7.75",  D. 6" 

 Bronze-finished  
 Urn Insert 800-135   
 240 cubic inch capacity 

 H. 8.5", W. 6.75", D. 4.5"
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All memorial chests on this page include a mail-in card for a free engraved personalization plate. 
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Precious Series
These memorial chest urns feature a high-gloss 
finish and a photo frame opening on the lid which 
accommodates a 3.75" x 5.25" photo. Includes 
a full, crushed velvet-lined interior and a velvet 
covered lift-out tray that holds special keepsakes.  
Up to 35 cubic inch capacity with the tray in place;  
55 cubic inch capacity without. Includes a mail-in  
card for a free engraved personalization plate.
H. 3.75", W. 6.5", D. 5"  

Precious Ivory   800-205 — High-gloss ivory finish
Precious Pink   800-206 — High-gloss pink finish
Precious Blue   800-207 — High-gloss pastel blue finish

800-206 

800-207 

800-205
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Fidelis Series
Fidelis III  800-138 
Windsor Cherry finish. Beveled glass lid. 
Up to 258 cubic inch capacity. Accommo-
dates the 800-135 bronze insert or plastic 
temporary container. Includes a lock and 
brass finished key with tassel.  
Frame size: 6" x  8" 
H. 6", W. 10", D. 8"

Fidelis II  800-137 
Windsor Cherry finish. Magnetic  
enclosure. Up to 100 cubic inch  
capacity. One removable shelf card. 
Frame size: 5.25" x  7.25" 
H. 4", W. 8.5", D. 6.5"

Fidelis I   800-136 
Windsor Cherry finish. Magnetic  
enclosure. Up to 48 cubic inch 
capacity. One removable shelf card. 
Frame size: 3.75" x  5.25" 
H. 3.75", W. 6.5", D. 5"    

800-136

800-137
800-138

Accolade Mantel Urn Chest  800-212
This contemporary mantel urn features an  
Espresso finish on select hardwoods and veneers, 
a nickel-finished base and nickel-finished trim 
around the photo frame front opening.   
The photo frame front holds a 5" x 7" photo  
behind glass.

This memorial chest urn has a capacity of 275  
cubic inches to accept most temporary plastic 
containers or the Howard Miller 800-135  
Bronze Urn Insert.

Includes a mail-in card for a free engraved 
personalization plate.  

H. 10.5", W. 7.75",  D. 5.75" 

NEW

All memorial chests on this page include a mail-in card for a free engraved personalization plate. 
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Remember Display and Urn Stand  800-178  
This desk and cabinet hutch combination provides 
a perfect area to display photos, keepsakes, me-
mentos and more. Magnetic display panels inside 
the hutch come with 200 magnetic "photo corners" 
for easily arranging photos, letters, and documents, 
illuminated by an interior lamp. The desk features a 
hinged drop-front drawer and lower shelf for addi-
tional storage and display space. Carved decorative 
overlays on hutch doors and desk legs; adjustable 
levelers. Finished in Williamsburg on select hard-
woods and veneers. 

Hutch: H. 45.5", W. 38.5", D. 8.5" 
Desk: H. 31", W. 44", D. 16"

Berends III Memorial Display Cabinet 680-579   
Ideal for displaying merchandise such as Scattering Tubes  
or Memorial Jewelry. Finished in Espresso. Four glass shelves.   
H. 78", W. 32", D. 14.25"

Wall-Mount Display Curios 
Ideal for displaying merchandise such as Scattering Tubes  
or Memorial Jewelry. Mirrored back and four adjustable  
glass shelves, hinged front door. Can mount on wall or set  
up on credenza with special "no-tip" base.  
H. 33", W. 20", D. 8.25"

Montreal 685-106
Golden Oak

Edmonton 685-104
Windsor Cherry

Display cases and curios provide a home-like feel and a convenient space  
to present Urns and Clocks, Jewelry and other Memorial Merchandise.
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800-166800-161 800-168800-167800-164

Three inch embossed bronze-finished metal 
medallions with adhesive back for decorating 
an Urn or Vault. Actual Diameter 3"

Set of 6 — Same Design Order by the 
Model Number shown below each design. 

800-169
Actual Diameter 3"

Set of six metal memorial scattering capsules with 
removable caps and black velvet pouches in a black 
gift box. Up to 6 cubic inch capacity.  
Size: Length 8.5", Diameter 1"
Polished brass finish   800-142   
Satin silver finish  800-143  

800-142

800-143

Andover Keepsake  800-156  
Engraveable brass back plate  
conceals keepsake capsule. 
Quartz clock movement. 
Cherry Bordeaux finish.  
H. 9.25", W. 8.75", D. 3.75"

Portrait Book Keepsake
800-125 
Engraveable brass plate 
and keepsake capsule 
are included. High-gloss 
Rosewood finish. 
Quartz clock movement.
H. 5.5", W. 4.5", D. 2"

Ambassador Associates 
Call Carol Poole 

888-458-0874 Regional Office  
828-428-0874 Mobile 
cpaafs@poolec.com


